Effect of vitamin D deficiency and 1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol treatment on epidermal calcium-binding protein (ECaBP) RNA activity.
We have previously reported that the amount of epidermal calcium binding protein (ECaBP) in the skin decreases in the absence of vitamin D. Since vitamin D influences epidermal differentiation, and the synthesis of ECaBP may vary with cell differentiation, it was necessary to know whether vitamin D acts directly on the translational or post-translational level of ECaBP synthesis or indirectly by its action on epidermopoiesis. The cell-free translation technique was used to demonstrate the presence of mRNA coding for ECaBP. The activity of this mRNA has been evaluated in the skin of vitamin D-fed and in vitamin D-deficient rats with or without treatment with 1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol (1,25(OH)2D3). Vitamin D deficiency decreased the ECaBP mRNA activity. The latter was selectively increased in animals given a single dose of 1,25(OH)2D3. These results suggest that 1,25(OH)2D3 stimulates the production of ECaBP mRNA or stabilizes this mRNA.